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ABSTRACT

Purpose. The aim was to investigate the effects of verbal feedback on biomechanical performance variables during swimming ergometry.

Methods. The total of 100 healthy and physically active males (19.56 ± 1.32 years of age, 181.23 ± 4.35 cm in height, and 70.54 ± 8.6 kg in weight) participated in the study. The subjects were randomized into 2 groups (experimental and control); 2 sessions were administered. In the first session (pre-test), both groups completed the butterfly stroke on a swimming ergometer in identical conditions. In the second session (post-test), the experimental group received verbal instructions that conveyed kinaesthetic information. To rationalize verbal information, the criteria of efficient didactic communication were applied (syntax, semantics, and pragmatics). Biomechanical performance was monitored continuously by measuring work output (J), total force (N), power output (W), and total distance of hand travel (cm).

Results. Differences in the average values of the analysed variables between groups and samples were determined with a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) (p < 0.05). The analysis of the results showed that the inclusion of verbal feedback resulted in statistically significant increases between pre- and post-test in all biomechanical variables in the experimental group, as well as in significant between-group differences post-test.

Conclusions. Appropriately prepared verbal cues following the criteria of efficient didactic communication may improve biomechanical performance during movement execution on a swimming ergometer.
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Introduction

The literature details a myriad of theoretical constructs explaining motor skill acquisition and later development. The classical definition is based on an information-processing model that involves separate stages between the stimulus and response and a feedback mechanism. It begins with the input of information from the environment through relevant sensory modalities. The sensory information is then processed by the central nervous system to determine the most appropriate action. The result is a response of observable motor activity [1].

It is recognized that effective motor performance requires feedback so as to allow the learner to improve movement execution. Typically, feedback is classified as intrinsic or extrinsic [2]. Intrinsic feedback is generally regarded as response produced and based on kinesthesia or proprioception. Proprioceptive feedback is related to information on the position of the body or a particular body part (joint position sense), whereas kinaesthetic feedback is the sense of movement and acceleration. They are interrelated and both involve several important neuromuscular sense organs: the vestibular apparatus provides the sense of balance and spatial orientation, muscle spindles detect changes in muscle length and velocity, while the Golgi tendon organs sense change in muscle tension [1]. This information is then used by the autonomous performer to augment pre-structured motor programs. Extrinsic feedback comes from an external source (e.g. stopwatch, verbal instructions from a teacher or coach, demon-
stration, or video of the movement) and augments intrinsic feedback [3]. This type of feedback can be positive or negative and serves primarily to inform and motivate the learner. Extrinsic feedback is important as it reinforces correct movement execution (particularly by explaining movement phases) and improves performance [2, 4].

Besides the source, another important characteristic of feedback relates to its timing. Feedback can be concurrent (continuous information provided during the movement), immediate (in which discrete information is provided), or delayed (provided after some elapsed period of time) [1]. Behaviourist theories believe that feedback must be given immediately (and verbally) in order to reinforce correct execution [5, 6]. However, the delivery of information does not itself ensure a satisfactory outcome. The informative value of feedback is subject to numerous factors that may impede the transfer of knowledge, such as those related to the learning environment. For example, in the aquatic environment, perception is distorted, which makes the relay of intrinsic feedback difficult. This is a result of the physical properties of water (temperature, pressure, and density), as well as the forces exerted by water (buoyancy, drag). Hence, exteroceptive information may supplement the proprioceptive and kinaesthetic feedback loops.

Studies have mentioned that one way of improving movement execution is by modulating muscle tension, where improved control of muscle tension can enhance motor control and promote greater force production [7]. Furthermore, improved muscle tension can assist the muscle relaxation cycle when the muscle is no longer used [8]. Muscle tension also plays a large role in the kinaesthetic differentiation of movement, which governs movement precision and economy. It is treated as the ability to precisely determine the kinematic, spatial, and temporal properties needed in a movement while pairing these data with the previously stored motor programs [9]. Efforts aimed at improving the kinaesthetic differentiation of movement have been found to improve sensory processing and allow for more precise and efficient movement execution [10, 11].

Considering that verbal feedback has been found to be the most effective form of extrinsic feedback [12, 13], one can conclude that accordingly prepared verbal instruction can augment kinaesthetic information and improve motor performance. The result may be measured by changes in biomechanical variables quantifying the effectiveness and efficacy of a given movement.

The swim training programme contains sessions that involve the development of strength and endurance. Mostly, they are executed on a swimming ergometer and have a positive influence on the kinematic parameters of the swim stroke [14, 15]. Extension of swim stroke and optimization of stroke rate lead to progression of achievements and results [16]. Therefore, it is important that dry land training which includes swimming with an ergometer is optimized. One method for improving swimming ergometry performance could be a precise development of suitable verbal feedback transferring knowledge on kinaesthetic sensation during swim ergometry.

Study aim and hypothesis

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of verbal feedback on biomechanical variables during swimming ergometry. It was hypothesized that verbal cues transmitting kinaesthetic information could improve swimming ergometry performance.

Material and methods

Participants

The total of 100 healthy and physically active males were recruited (age: 19.56 ± 1.32 years; height: 181.23 ± 4.35 cm; mass: 70.54 ± 8.6 kg). All were untrained with a similar fitness profile as ascertained via a questionnaire. The participants were randomly assigned to an experimental or control group.

Procedure

Informed consent was obtained from all participants and the research protocol was approved by the local ethics committee. All procedures were performed at the same time of day in an indoor facility with controlled environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, and air movement).

The participants were to perform an arm movement mimicking the butterfly stroke constant on a swim ergometer (Weba Sport und Med. Artikel GmbH, Germany). The apparatus consisted of a bench with two independent handles and a computer that measured the total work output (J), total force (N), total power (W), total distance of hand travel (cm). After the trials, all of the data were sent on for further analysis. A swim metronome was used to maintain pace (one stroke per 2.5 s), where the return to the initial position with the arms stretched over the head and in front of the participant was treated as one stroke cycle. Two sessions were administered. The first session (pre-test) was per-
formed by both groups with no verbal feedback provided. In order to minimize the effects of fatigue, the second session (post-test) was performed after a period of 48 hours, during which the experimental group received verbal feedback from one of the study authors.

Measurement

The test duration was 10 min, with data recorded during the first 5 min while the remaining 5 min served as a cool-down. Biomechanical variables that were recorded in the 5-min test window included:

1. the total work output (J) summed across test duration;
2. the total force (N) as the sum of the force exerted on the handles;
3. total power (W);
4. total distance of hand travel (cm) as the displacement of the hand.

Verbal feedback

A pilot study was conducted to design and verify the intervention protocol in the experimental group. The purpose was to develop suitable verbal feedback transferring knowledge on kinaesthetic sensation during swim ergometry. This portion of the study involved 20 males not recruited in the experiment proper. Two sessions were administered. In the first session, no feedback was delivered except for the information if the stroke movement was being correctly performed. After a 14-day interval, the second session was held, in which verbal feedback was successively introduced.

To rationalize verbal information, the criteria of efficient didactic communication were applied (syntax, semantics, and pragmatics). In this context, syntax is a classification of motor activities into sequences of movement. This means that the transmitted information should be ordered and reflect the motions performed in sequence. Semantics is a uniform expression for a given movement shared by the trainer and swimmer. In practice, it is necessary to establish the shared scope of information in order for it to be comprehensible for the person performing the movement. Pragmatics, i.e. utility, refers to the physical capacities of the participant, that is, accounting in verbal messages for the motor capacities of the swimmer [5, 8].

In addition, the structure of the human memory was also considered, and it was agreed that it can only store a limited volume of information [17, 18]. Therefore, it was necessary to eliminate any superfluous data which might have been transmitted to the swimmer in order to preserve the short-term memory potential. In this manner, the verbal messages were developed.

The protocol was designed to convey information on how to execute the motor task with minimal physiological cost. The information consisted of the following statements:

1. Lay on the bench so that no tension is felt in any part of the body.
2. Comfortably hold onto the handles so that the fingertips touch the edge.
3. Position the arms with slightly bent elbows.
4. Slightly flex the hands.
5. Swim with the arms at a constant pace.
6. Squeeze the handles using the entire surface of the hand.
7. Perform smooth movements and do not jerk the arms.
8. Tense the muscles when pulling on the handles but relax during the recovery.
9. Tense the buttock and back muscles when pulling with the arms.
10. Pull the arms until they reach the hip.

Information 1–10 was used during the test. Each mistake was corrected by way of ongoing feedback.

Statistical analysis

Basic descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) were calculated for all biomechanical variables. To compensate for learning effects, the mean values of all data obtained in the post-test were increased by the baseline values (pre-test) in both the control and experimental groups. Differences in the average values of the analysed variables between groups and samples were determined with multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) [2]. Levene’s test was applied to confirm the homogeneity of variance. Duncan’s test was applied for post-hoc comparisons. The significance level for all statistical procedures was set at $p < 0.05$.

Ethical approval

The research related to human use has been complied with all the relevant national regulations and institutional policies, has followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and has been approved by the authors’ institutional review board or an equivalent committee.

Informed consent

Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study.
Results

Table 1 presents the performance characteristics attained at pre- and post-test for both groups. The mean total force per stroke increased significantly by Δ18.49 N in the experimental group and by Δ1.7 N in the control group (Figure 1). The mean work output per stroke rose by Δ19.04 J in the experimental group and by Δ0.79 J in the control group, with the former increase statistically significant (Figure 2). The mean power per stroke increased significantly by Δ7.93 W in the experimental group and by Δ0.72 W in the control group (Figure 3). The mean distance of hand travel per stroke increased significantly by Δ16.97 cm in the experimental group, and declined by Δ–0.33 cm in the control group (Figure 4).

The analysis of the results showed that the inclusion of verbal feedback resulted in statistically significant increases in the experimental group between pre- and post-test in all biomechanical variables, as well as significant between-group differences at post-test (Table 1).

Discussion

The classical theory of motor learning and control [19] holds that feedback (intrinsic or extrinsic) can determine movement execution and performance. Many authors have studied the effects of information feedback, including efforts at optimizing swimming technique [4, 5, 20]. It has been documented over many years that feedback plays a significant role in progressively developing motor control. However, the literature is limited on the relationship between verbal feedback and movement effectiveness, signalling the need for additional research in this field.

The few existing studies on the use of feedback to improve motor function have focused on the use of verbal instruction to modify motor behaviour [12, 21, 22]. These studies investigated the impact of feedback in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomechanical measures</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
<th>Δ</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
<th>Δ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean total force (N)</td>
<td>74.40 ± 14.10</td>
<td>76.10 ± 13.20</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>79.54 ± 19.50</td>
<td>98.01 ± 20.90*</td>
<td>18.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean work output (J)</td>
<td>59.73 ± 15.70</td>
<td>60.52 ± 15.90</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>65.18 ± 23.80</td>
<td>84.22 ± 17.80*</td>
<td>19.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output (W)</td>
<td>24.43 ± 8.10</td>
<td>25.15 ± 7.00</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>27.5 ± 10.70</td>
<td>35.43 ± 9.40*</td>
<td>7.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance of hand travel (cm)</td>
<td>174.21 ± 22.70</td>
<td>173.88 ± 23.20</td>
<td>–0.33</td>
<td>173.82 ± 27.90</td>
<td>190.79 ± 16.40*</td>
<td>16.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant difference in the experimental group between pre- and post-test, as well as between-group difference at post-test at p < 0.05

![Figure 1. Pre- and post-test mean total force per stroke for both groups](image1)

![Figure 2. Pre- and post-test mean work output per stroke for both groups](image2)
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activities of daily living, as well as sport-specific motor tasks, including soccer [23] and tennis [24]. Other experiments concentrated on the effects of the quantity, frequency, and form of information needed to facilitate motor skill acquisition [25, 26] or the effects of time on retention following verbal feedback [5]. In all of the aforementioned studies, verbal information had a beneficial effect on task effectiveness and performance, suggesting that augmented feedback is an important element in motor learning and development. Many investigators have concluded that verbal feedback is the most effective form of information delivery [12].

While kinaesthetic or proprioceptive feedback does relay critical information, it may be insufficient in generating efficient motor programs, particularly when the movement is performed in an alternative environment. Therefore, verbal feedback conveying kinaesthetic information can provide additional, complementary knowledge on joint position, muscle force production, or body position. Furthermore, information orally transmitted to a learner needs to follow certain pre-established criteria for effective communication, including semantics, pragmatics, and syntax [5, 8]. Considering the above requirements, we introduced a series of clear and concise instructions with a kinaesthetic component and hypothesized that such verbal feedback could improve performance in swim ergometry.

This was confirmed, as the studied biomechanical measures increased significantly in the verbal feedback condition. This suggests that verbal feedback following coherent didactic protocols can improve biomechanical performance and can have profound practical implications, particularly when a motor task is performed in an aquatic environment.

Coaches agree that swimming training should include sessions both on land and in water. The achievement of top performance in swimming is not possible without dry land exercises, e.g. strength and conditioning training on a swimming ergometer [14]. During the training cycle, swimmers train on land approximately 300 hours per year. The time devoted to developing maximum strength and condition constitutes 60% of the total working time on land [15]. Dry land strength training improves the swimming performance, as reflected in related parameters, such as increased stroke length [16]. Therefore, it seems important to optimize performance while swimming with ergometer by providing rationalized verbal feedback regarding kinaesthetic information, which modifies motor behaviour and leads to progression of achievements.

When composing feedback, it is important to take into account criteria for efficient instructional communication. Verbal messages should be ordered, and reflect movements performed in sequence (syntax). In addition, the trainer and swimmer should establish a uniform scope of understandable information (semantics). This information should refer to the physical capacities of the swimmer, and not go beyond the swimmer’s motor skills (pragmatics) [5, 8].

Carefully prepared verbal feedback conveying kinaesthetic information can influence the values of produced power or force by correcting stroke flaws. In effect, training goals can be reached faster and be more precise.
Conclusions

Verbal feedback conveying kinaesthetic information modifies motor behaviour. This was observed by modification of the biomechanical variables under study following verbal feedback, which suggests that appropriately prepared verbal cues fulfilling the criteria of efficient didactic communication, such as those related to syntax, semantics and pragmatics, can enhance work output, total force, power output, and distance of hand travel during movement execution. A direct implementation of the results of this study to the practice of coaching and teaching would increase the effectiveness of training methods, as well as improve the performance of movement during practice.
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